DIJON SHARES NEW SINGLE "CANNONBALL"
ANNOUNCES NEW EP SCI FI 1 DUE MARCH 1

Dijon by Taylor Clark

LISTEN: "Cannonball"
https://dijon.link/cannonball

What the press is saying about Dijon:

"warm, dripping globs of time-softened imagery that you'll want to submerge yourself in"
The FADER

"has the voice that cuts through to your soul and his songwriting is beyond his years"
Hypebeast

"Dijon's Take on R&B Is Lovingly Worn and Incredibly Special"

Noisey

Today, Los Angeles-based, Baltimore-raised artist Dijon returns to share a new single. "Cannonball"
follows the release of his first two solo singles in 2018, "Wild" and "Nico's Red Truck," which saw Dijon
break out on his own after the release of his critically acclaimed Montana EP with longtime musical
partner Abhi. The new track continues Dijon's evolution as a solo artist, channeling the pain of
unrequited desires through a dreamy falsetto and soft strings.

"'Cannonball' was written in crayon about how much it hurts to want something very badly," Dijon says
of the track, "Inspired by myself as a kid."

Along with the new single, Dijon is also announcing his debut EP. Sci Fi 1 will arrive March 1st and
serves as an introduction to his poetic world of R&B-tinged folk, which has already grabbed the attention
of critics and fellow artists alike. With his new EP, Dijon is poised to establish himself as a poetic savant,
creating tracks that are both commanding and intimate in the same breath.

Speaking on the EP, Dijon says "Sci Fi 1 is a collection of ideas that did not have a home--not quite an
album, something in between. Made in living rooms mostly at night."

Hear "Cannonball" above, see below for more details on Sci Fi 1 and stay tuned for more from Dijon
coming soon.

Sci Fi 1 cover art

For all Dijon press inquires please contact Bradley Bledsoe at Orienteer bradley@orienteer.us

